Cool Monkes
WP 2.0

What are Cool Monkes?
Cool Monkes is a uniquely fun collection delivering an innovative
PvE and PvP experience. Our mission is to create a fun and
nostalgic experience for our community with immersive new
ways for players to interact with their NFTs and fellow
community members.
Cool Monkes does this by letting you farm and compete for
$CMB with or against other Monkes in fun and engaging ways.
Players even have the power to breed and train Baby Cool
Monkes as playable characters in our interactive world that
boasts both PVE and PVP elements.
Cool Monkes is quintessentially made up of 10,000 genesis cool
monkes, each carefully crafted with over 250 exciting traits
spanning 8 radical rarities. Things only get steamier with Baby
Cool Monkes adding up to 10,000 more generation 2 cool
monkes with even more exciting traits!
We're dead sure you'll go bananas over us, keep reading on to
find out why we are this cool!
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Roadmap 2.0
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Genesis Monkes
10,000 Genesis Cool Monkes will be
available for minting. Generation 2
Monkes will be available through
breeding, free for Genesis Monke
holders. Babies get harder to breed
over time, so make sure you are not
late!
Genesis Cool Monkes earn $CMB
based on their rarity level. Genesis
Monkes are guaranteed to make $CMB
while staked.
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Cool Monkes Banana
and Staking
Cool Monkes Banana Token ($CMB) is an essential part of the Monke
world experience. $CMB will be burnt through various in-game fees.
$CMB is the primary in-game currency in Monke world. Players can
use their tokens to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Buy trainers and bags,
Breed Monkes,
Purchase items from the Monke Store to enhance gameplay,
Buy plots of land,
Buy Building supplies,
Wager and compete against other players in the PvP playground.

Rewards for Genesis Monkes are guaranteed based on their rarity. The
earn rates for Baby Monkes are influenced by their in-game status. All
rewards are added to the player's Monke World wallet. $CMB can be
withdrawn to a player's wallet at any time from our website. When you
withdraw $CMB, a tax will be applied in order to support the Monke
World and its future growth. Unique are not subject to the tax.

Your NFTs may accumulate a utility token (“$CMB”) when they are staked in the smart contract. $CMB has no other functionality other than within the Monke World Game ecosystem, and it cannot be purchased from The
Cool Monke Developers. The Cool Monke Developers do not provide or intend to provide a secondary marketplace for $CMB.
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Genesis Monke $CMB Boost Pass

With staking, members will be able to earn
$CMB with which they can purchase boost
passes.
Boost passes will increase the amount of $CMB
your Monke earns and will be available to mint
with $CMB. There will be 3 different boost
passes with varying percentages of boost.
If you don’t have a Monke, boost passes can be
staked alone to earn $CMB.

*Information in this WP are subject to change
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Tokenomics

*Information in this WP are subject to change
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Monke World Metaverse
Monke World is an open-world Metaverse game where you
can
earn $CMB by:
• Hanging out and chat with the community.
• Participating in quests for special and limited items.
• Exploring and gathering resources in an
expandable Metaverse.
• Upgrading your plot and treehouse with resources.
• Farming crops, engage in trade, and more.
Players holding Genesis Monkes NFTs will be able to claim a
matching in-game trainer NFT. Additional Base Trainers will
be available for purchase with $CMB.
Genesis trainers will let you train up to four baby monkes at a
time. Base trainers will let you train and raise up to two baby
monkes at a time.

Explore and collect resources from across Monke World.
Chop trees, mine minerals, and scavenge for seeds. All of
which are crucial to developing your plot of land.
A limited amount of in-game estate can be claimed by
holders or bought with $CMB. Plots allow holders to add
another income stream for their monkes.

*Information in this WP are subject to change
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Gameplay

Staking

Exploring and gathering

February 2022

March 2022

Plots, Treehouses, and
Farming

Playground
June 2022

April 2022

Genesis Monkes are
guaranteed to earn $CMB
based on their rarity. The
earn rates for Baby Monkes,
are influenced by their ingame status. Happy Health
baby means more $CMB.
*Information in this WP are subject to change

Chop, mine, and scavenge
resources from across Monke
World. Complete quests to
obtain rare and limited items.
Our Metaverse will keep
expanding, and we will be
partnering up with your
favorite NFT projects!

Utilize the collected
resources to build the coolest
treehouse and develop your
plot. Plant seeds gathered
out in the world to raise
crops on your land, adding
another stream of income for
your Monkes.

Compete against fellow Cool
Monkes in fun and
competitive games for
prizes! Our Monke holders
will be voting on new games
to expand our playground!
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Monke Store
As with most successful
economies, ours will include
a marketplace that
promotes players to buy,
sell, and trade their ingame items for $CMB.
The Monke Store includes
both P2E and P2P
marketplaces where holders
can buy, sell, and trade:
essential items, treehouses,
plots of lands, building
supplies, accessories,
special items, and more.

*Information in this WP are subject to change
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Secure the Bag!
All Genesis Monke holders will claim a free backpack NFT to use in-game. Other Players will be able to purchase backpacks
from the Monke Store using $CMB.
Backpacks allow you to make sure your Monkes are taken care of and continue to earn you $CMB while you are not around.
As your baby Monke becomes tired or hungry, items will be automatically used to replenish the stats of your Monke. If no
items are available and your Monke is tired or hungry, the amount of $CMB you earn will drop.

*Information in this WP are subject to change
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Thank you!
www.coolmonkes.io

Follow us on twitter
Join our discord

*Information in this WP are subject to change

